The Necessary
but not Sufficient Condition:
CHRISTCHURCH LABOUR
AND WORKING-CLASS CULTURE
C H R I S T C H U R C H labour lost the Labour Party in spite of being the city
where labour first learned the tricks of consolidating mass political support.
However this is not simply a tale about losers since it reveals a great deal
about the nature of early political labour in the country, and illustrates the
complex mechanisms of Labour's grass-roots development and the growth
of its mass support. The complexity of Labour's political growth has often
been masked by tendencies in the writing of New Zealand labour history
which have simplified and skewed our vision of the past. The first has been
the tendency to by-pass the craft-based movement of the cities' in favour of
either the single-industry towns or developments at national level.2 The
second has been to explain Labour's advance in terms of evolution of
policy.
Things were never as simple as that. There were indeed correlations between policy and votes, but other developments were necessary for Labour
to develop as an autonomous political force. One was the establishment of
trust: the trust otherwise called political credibility. Political promises have
to be believed to be voted for, and such credibility required more than persuasive manifesto fine print. It required Labour to have such roots in the
working-class community that working people saw the party as their own.
This happened only when it made itself a focus of working-class community, one of the institutions of working-class culture.3 Labour then
quickly became a political force. Although Labour in Christchurch learned
to do this before any other main centre, it was a complex and erratic process

1 See for instance P. J. O'Farrell, Harry Holland: Militant Socialist, Canberra, 1964.
2 Although this imbalance has been somewhat redressed with books such as Barry Gustafson's Labour's Path to Political Independence: The Origins and Establishment of the New
Zealand Labour Party, 1900-19, Auckland, 1980.
3 'Culture' is used here in the anthropological sense of a 'way of life'. There are problems
with such a usage, however. See for instance Richard Johnson, 'Three Problematics: elements
of a theory of working class culture' in J. Clarke et al., eds., Working Class Culture: Studies in

History and Theory, London, 1979.
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and local leaders had still to learn other bitter lessons about political craft.
In the days of the Social Democratic Party (SDP), the predecessor of the
Labour Party, Christchurch was supreme within the national labour movement. By 1914, political organization in the city was considered a
phenomenon and the city was acknowledged as the urban stronghold of the
SDP. Even the national organizer Peter Fraser admitted when he came to
the city that he was taken by surprise by the party's strength and organization. In the time he was there, Fraser addressed over two dozen meetings
and found 'not one single whisper' against the SDP. Party meetings were
inspirational — 'the most encouraging for working class politics which I
have yet known in New Zealand', he declared.4 The Maoriland Worker
sadly lamented the sorry showing that other New Zealand cities made in
comparison.5 By the outbreak of war Christchurch and the West Coast
made up fully half the party branches in the country6 and Christchurch was
still going from strength to strength. In James McCombs it had one of the
country's two SDP representatives in Parliament. McCombs had gained his
seat with over 2,600 votes on the second ballot in 1913 and in 1914 he increased his total to 4,276. The total SDP vote in the city was 11,222 which
was just over half the total polled nationally by the party.7
Political Labour in Christchurch arose out of the early physical segregation and cultural differentiation of the classes in the city. From the beginning, class was a factor in Christchurch. The city was a Wakefield settlement, and Wakefield had made fear of the rise of the working class central
in his appeal to the 'uneasy classes'' for whom he invoked a future untrammelled by the threat of any developing industrial proletariat. The city was
laid out on this premise with no allowance for industry or working-class
people to own land. The 'sufficient price' was charged to ensure that the
well-planned and well-endowed city would be owned only-by the select few.
To a degree, it worked. As early as the 1870s, the inner and north-west
suburbs of Christchurch were dominated by families of professional
people.' There was very little inner-city decay to intermingle the classes10
and by the 1890s Merivale and Fendalton were heartlands of the affluent
and powerful. In a single street in Fendalton for instance there lived two
titled families, a university professor, the town's leading architect, and the

4 Maoriland Worker, 22 December 1915, p.4. (Hereafter MW.)
5 ibid., 4 May 1915, p.3.
6 B. S. Gustafson, 'The Advent of the New Zealand Labour Party 1900-1918, unpublished
M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1961, p.130.
7 Calculated from figures given in J. T. Paul, Humanism in Politics, Wellington, 1946,
p.39 and Appendix E. Paul gives figures in more detail and a breakdown according to party.
8 See W. D. Mclntyre and W.J. Gardner, eds., Speeches and Documents on New Zealand
History, Oxford, 1971, p.2.
9 A. S. Webster, 'High status residential areas in Christchurch. Structure and structural
change, 1878-1973', unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Canterbury, 1979, p.60.
10 ibid., p.87.
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president of the Chamber of Commerce who was also the Consular Agent
for France.11
There were other affluent enclaves: one on the Cashmere Hills12 to the
south of the city and another in the sea-side suburb of Sumner where the
cliffs and spurs were opened up as a carefully designed garden suburb. Men
such as Robert McDougall, biscuit manufacturer and donor of the city's art
gallery, and Joseph Kinsey, shipping magnate, art lover and friend of Mark
Twain lived there.13 Sumner became a watering place faintly reminiscent of
European resorts where the capitalists of Christchurch took holiday homes
for the summer months.14
But industry and working-class people could not be surveyed and priced
out of existence. Instead, they were forced on to land that was opened up to
the south of the original city site, where what was later known as Sydenham
was for years called 'Lanky Town' because of the number of cotton
operatives who settled there.15 This southern area was ideally placed for industrial development because it lay between the established city site and
routes by which raw materials entered. The first industrial area grew up in
Woolston at the upper navigable reaches of the Heathcote River, but
Woolston was soon surpassed by Sydenham when the railway was driven
through in the 1880s. By 1900, the suburbs in an arc from Addington in the
southwest through Sydenham to Woolston in the southeast were probably
the biggest industrial area in New Zealand. By 1903 Christchurch was the
largest ironworking and manufacturing centre in the country," although
there were signs that this industrial pre-eminence was ending and by 1914
there were more factories in Auckland than in Christchurch. Christchurch
firms produced a wide variety of goods, but pottery, clothing and hosiery
were among the most important. Agricultural implements were dispersed

11 S. Penny, Beyond the City, Christchurch, 1977, pp.64-67.
12 By the 1910s academics and school teachers, professionals, politicians, merchants and
clergy — including the Anglican Bishop of Christchurch — were there. G. Ogilvie, The Port
Hills of Christchurch, Wellington, 1978, pp.148-55.
13 ibid., pp.31-47.
14 Analysis from New Zealand Census 1916 shows that all occupational groups except
employers of labour were under-represented in Sumner. See E. W. Plumridge, 'Community
and Consciousness: Labour in Christchurch, 1914-1919', unpublished M.A. thesis, University
of Canterbury, 1979, Appendix 1 for further analysis. At the same time renting was higher in
Sumner than in most other areas.
Tenure of Dwellings, Christchurch Boroughs, 1921
City
Riccarton Woolston
Sumner
Lyttelton
Renting
34%
23.1%
27%
37.1%
46.3%
Buying/Owning 62%
74%
70.4%
58.3%
48.5%
Computed from figures, Census of New Zealand 1921, Part XV, p.40.
15 Sydenham, New Zealand Federation of University Women, Canterbury Branch, 1977,
P-15.
16 J. P. Morrison, The Evolution of a City: The story of the growth of the city and suburbs
of Christchurch, the capital of Canterbury in the years 1850 to 1903, Christchurch, pp.25-26,
108.
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New Zealand-wide and some goods went even further."
Because regulations were few, factory development was an uncontrolled
mushroom growth. Factories were thrust into working-class residential
areas; industries were carried on even in the backs of houses. Living conditions in these suburbs usually deteriorated in consequence. Woolston had
been a pleasant place to live until the advent of rail brought about an industrial development which increased in scale and declined in character.
Tanneries, glue and soap works now lined the river. Stockyards, railway
tracks, noise and pollution drove out many, leaving only those forced to
live near their place of work. In Sydenham the pattern was similar, but
more extreme. That suburb became the major industrial area, due to its
interface across the railway with the central city." Here also the original
two-roomed cottages of working people deteriorated with rail and industry:
houses decayed, factories arose, ill-formed and undrained alleys abounded.
The daughter of the Anglican vicar there remembered that from her
upstairs bedroom she could see only one other two-storeyed house; the rest
were all humble cottages. Sydenham was recognised as one of the poorest
parishes in Canterbury."
Around the edge of these old industrial suburbs, there were newer
residential suburbs of intermediate value but still working-class character.
Working families spread into such areas once the bicycle arrived in
Christchurch and went into local production enabling people to commute
to work readily. Suburbs such as Linwood in the east and Spreydon in the
southwest had by 1916 a broad occupational mix but with working people
making up an increasing proportion of residents.20 In these areas there were
new villas and carefully tended front gardens rather than decaying tworoom cottages. Nevertheless, the difference in the level of material existence
was very evident across suburbs: tidy villa-lined streets still indicated quite a
different order of living from the imposing residences and substantial
gardens of Fendalton.
This occupational, industrial and material differentiation across suburbs
and classes was paralleled by cultural differentiation. Classes were separate
and different. In beliefs, pleasures and recreation as much as in living conditions, working people differed from their 'betters'. In Fendalton and
Merivale, traditions ran strong. Friendships between families were consolidated over generations through intermarriage. Traditionally sons
followed fathers through educational institutions in New Zealand or in
Britain, then into family businesses and professions.21 Less is known about
the educational and employment patterns in the lives of the womenfolk of

17 ibid., p.99.
18 ibid., and Sydenham.
19 Sydenham, p.89.
20 Analysis from New Zealand Census 1916 shows the self-employed and wage earners in
expected proportions. Employers are under-represented and the unemployed over-represented.
See Plumridge, Appendix 1, Figs. 1.1-1.5.
21 S. Penny, pp.64-67.
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these families; almost certainly marriage was the most usual career. The
Anglican church played a prominent part in the life of these suburbs and
leading business and professional families were the mainstay of the congregation of the Anglican Cathedral. Some of Christchurch's first tennis,
rowing and golf clubs were established in Fendalton and Merivale and
perhaps intentionally, working people were excluded. It would, for instance, have cost a working woman two weeks' wages to have joined a golf
club when the game was first opened up to women in the early 1900s,
although tennis and croquet were probably the favoured games for women
of wealthy families.22 Some men played polo and trained or raced horses,
but cricket and rugby were the most important games. Rugby union rules
were first drawn up in 1862 by ex-public school boys, but Christ's College
played for some years under its own rules. R. J. S. Harman, a well-known
timber merchant and a Rugby old boy did much to forward the game in
Canterbury, and provincial and Canterbury teams drew for generations on
students and old boys of Christ's College. In contrast, rugby union teams in
working-class areas like Woolston, Heathcote and Lyttelton were shortlived.23
Religious and sporting patterns were different for the working class.
Rugby union was indeed played, but in the 1910s rugby league throve at its
expense. Sydenham was the city's champion league club and until 1919 won
every championship in Canterbury.24 Significantly, the first provincial
Canterbury League team played against Blackball miners.25 Hockey was
popular with both sexes and was probably the game most played by
working-class girls — Sydenham is the oldest continuously operating
hockey club in Australasia.26 Working-class patterns of religious observance favoured the non-conformist churches. Methodism had begun early
in the 1860s and had a strong hold by the end of the century. The Salvation
Army arrived in the 1880s and soon consolidated working-class support.
Although the Baptists arrived about the same time, they made little headway until the 1920s and the Presbyterians were not important until the
1900s. These churches owed their eventual rise to individual charismatic
and energetic leaders, but leadership could do little for the Anglicans. In
spite of generous endowments, it took a long time for congregations to increase beyond single figures. Most of the energy for parish activity in these
areas was due to the good offices of the wealthy and leisured women of the
minister's social set rather than parish enthusiasm.27
The workers in Christchurch evolved as a distinct and separate class at
an early date. The effective zoning of the city along class lines led to a

22 Canterbury Women Since 1893, Pegasus Press, Christchurch, pp.23-24.
23 See S. O'Hagan, The Pride of Southern Rebels, Dunedin, 1981, pp. 14-20; S. Penny, esp.
pp.71, 74, 114-5.
24 B. Wood, ed., Rugby League Annual, Wellington, 1979, p.91.

25 Grey River Argus, 16 June 1915.
26 Sydenham, p.65.
27 ibid., pp.76-82.
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segregation evident to anyone who took a walk and compared a Fendalton
street with one in Sydenham. Working people shared bonds of recreational
enthusiasms and religious observance in ways and at venues quite different
from those of the wealthy society of the city. Moreover, Christchurch
lacked most of the major tensions that threatened working-class community in other cities.
The population of Christchurch was ethnically very homogeneous. The
last big influx of settlers had come to Canterbury in the 1880s and by 1916
the proportion of the native-born Europeans was higher in Christchurch
than in any other main centre.2' Among the small immigrant population
there were fewer of those groups that acted elsewhere as a focus for
nationalist and sectarian discontent. Most immigrants were English, the
group closest to the native-born.2' There were very few so-called 'race
aliens'.30 The Irish were an ageing population by the 1900s and it is significant that anti-catholic sentiment did not thrive in the city,31 and that there
was little support for the Sinn Fein in Christchurch.32 Perhaps twentiethcentury nationalism meant little to those whose memories were of a
nineteenth-century Ireland. The number of Australians, so important
within the leadership of the New Zealand labour movement, was also very
low in Christchurch.33 The immigrant population in Christchurch was an
older group than in most other centres, and well assimilated. Indeed the age
structure of the city as a whole was older than that of other centres. All
groups under 35 were proportionately under-represented but those over 35,
particularly those over 65, were considerably over-represented.34 As a
homogeneous ageing city, where even minority groups were underrepresented, there was only a shallow substratum for the growth of tensions
of race, age and religion.
The industrial structure was varied and hierarchical, offering working
men the possibility of choice and mobility within the workforce. With
25,000 wage earners by 1916,35 Christchurch had a big industrial sector but
most of the 1,200 factories were small. Nearly half employed fewer than
five people and two-thirds fewer than ten.36 The large plants included the

28 67.2%. Census of New Zealand, 1916 Part II, and see Plumridge, Appendix 1,Figs.3.13.4 for ethnic analysis of the cities, and pp.24-5.
29 In 1916 the fathers of about half the native-born Europeans were English. A. Clark, The
Invasion of New Zealand by People, Plants and Animals, New Brunswick, 1969, p. 148, Table
XV.
30 8 per 10,000 Europeans. Census of New Zealand 1921, Part XV.
31 H. S. Moores, 'The Rise of the Protestant Political Association. Sectarianism in New
Zealand Politics during World War I', unpublished M.A. thesis, University of Auckland, 1966,
pp.225-6.
32 See Plumridge, pp.24-25, and Green Ray, 1 February 1917, p.48.
33 See Plumridge, Appendix 1, Figs.3.1-3.4, for comparative proportions of Australians in
the population of the four main cities.
34 ibid., Figs.4.1-4.3.
35 Census of New Zealand 1916, Part IX, computed from figures.
36 Appendices to the Journals of the House of Representatives, 1915, H-ll, Labour
Reports, pp.28-29.
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Addington Railway Workshops and the Kaiapoi Woollen Mills, nearly half
of whose 261 employees were women.37 Food processing, textiles and
clothing absorbed nearly half the city's workers but often there were only
one or two employees at workplaces in these trades. Wage rates differed
considerably. At the very top, earning in excess of £150 per annum, were
highly skilled workers such as precision tool makers, and the city's gas and
electricity plant workers. Next came skilled workers such as carpenters and
printers and those in some branches of engineering. In food processing and
textiles wages were as low as £75 per annum. For men some of the highest
wages were to be had in waterfront work and shipping but hours were long
and irregular.38 The war brought little change for, although nominal wage
rates rose, relative positions remained the same. Most working-class
women probably spent some years in paid employment, but most women
married and the pattern was for married women not to work, so that the
female workforce was therefore young.39 In 1921 56% of female wage
earners were under 25. Nevertheless, over 8,000 women were earning a living in 1916, 3,500 in factories, 1,500 in domestic service.40 Choices were
fewer for women. They were concentrated into food processing and
clothing and, in all areas, women were paid about half the male rate. The
war brought female workers no consistent improvements. Female cooks for
instance, went from 53% of the male rate in 1914 to 68% in 1919, but
tailoresses slipped from 55% to 49% during the same period.41
In Christchurch, workers could realistically aspire to own their own
homes. Home ownership was higher in Christchurch than in any of the
other four main centres, and this was as true for working people as for the
wealthy elite.42 Although the standard of the housing differed, home
ownership was high in all suburbs of the city except for one or two enclaves
where circumstances were atypical. It is clear that working people took a
great deal of satisfaction in their properties. They wanted a house and a section. There was a decided sentiment against tenements and terrace housing,
and when one developer began to run up a terrace like that found in the
north of England, the local council stepped in to prevent it, declaring that

37 ibid.
38 ibid; J. Child, 'Wages Policy and Wage Movements in New Zealand 1914-1923', Journal
of International Relations, XIII (1977), p. 173; G. W. Clinkard, 'Wages and Working Hours in
New Zealand, 1897-1923', New Zealand Year Book, 1919, p.931, p.929.
39 By 1921 36% of women in NZ workforce under 21, 56% under 25. Census of New
Zealand 1921.
40 Census of New Zealand 1916 Part IX, pp. 144-5.
41 J. Child, p.173.
42 Tenure of Dwellings — Four Main Cities, 1921
Auckland
Wellington
Christchurch
Dunedin
Renting
49.1% ~
49.1%
34.3%
40.6%
Buying/Owning
47.6%
49.3%
62.9%
56%
Computed from figures, Census of New Zealand 1921, Part XV, p. 12; and see above, footnote 14.
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people had come to this country to escape just such conditions.43 Property
owners, even working-class ones, have a commitment to the status quo and
are unlikely to espouse the kind of politics that would deprive them of their
hard-won real estate or the jobs that keep that real estate in trim. By the
1900s the working class of Christchurch was therefore distinctive and
separate, but committed to its locality. Although they were stratified and
segmented in the workforce, working people lived together. The suburbs of
working-class home owners were the structural underpinning for the
political consciousness and self-confidence of workers which was evident in
Christchurch in the early years of the century. It quickly became focused on
the SDP after its formation in 1913.
Even before the SDP was confirmed in its existence as a national
organization, its banner was being flown in Christchurch. It met with immediate success and at the local body elections several SDP candidates were
elected. In Woolston its progress was astonishing. By 1914 dozens of new
members were joining the SDP each month, the sitting mayor of the
borough converted to the party, and the branch had a healthy bank
balance.44 There was activity in other working-class areas and in Riccarton,
where a corps of workers from the railway workshops made up a base of activity.45 In the 1915 local body elections the SDP strengthened its hold on
working-class areas. The SDP mayor of Woolston and the six party candidates were re-elected; in the city, party representation went up from two
to five and in Linwood the three SDP candidates were elected.46 Christchurch was by then indubitably the leading SDP city in New Zealand. The
self-confidence of the local party leaders was correspondingly high. It is
clear they thought their strength within the party should be recognised and
in 1915 made a bid to have this done. Christchurch put forward a remit to
the annual SDP conference to have the headquarters shifted from Wellington to Christchurch.47 Not surprisingly, party branches from elsewhere
were unenthusiastic. The remit did not pass, but it indicated the optimism
and confidence of Christchurch at this point.
The secret of the SDP's political success lay in the way the party made
itself the focus of community life. It developed a grass-roots organization
that made it a political party in the sense that it was an ongoing electorate
reality rather than a collection of election-time policies. It became one of
the institutions of working-class culture. Christchurch had a long tradition
of politicians who stood, or were seen to stand, in the workers' interest.
From the election of S. P. Andrews, a working man, in 1879, through
Liberals like William Pember Reeves in the 1890s and Tommy Taylor and

43 Sydenham, p. 14.
44 MW, 19 August 1916, p.6.
45 e.g. for Christchurch, see MW, 3 October 1913, p.5; Avon, ibid., 2 September 1914, p.4;
Central, ibid., 10 February 1915, p.8; Riccarton, ibid., 17 November 1915, p.4; Christchurch
and Woolston, see discussion below.
46 ibid., 4 May 1915, p.3.
47 ibid.
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George Laurenson in the 1900s, the working class had had its political
heroes. But there had been little working-class organization within electorates to underpin this.48 The political ventures of organized labour had
never achieved a mass following. The Trades and Labour Council had been
enthusiastic about an independent political labour party for years and had
tried to sponsor a socialist party in 1901, stressing the 'absolute need' for
such a development.49 It continued to be involved in politics and acted as
the District Council for the United Labour Party, the immediate precursor
of the SDP. But the United Labour Party hardly managed to move out
beyond its trade union base. John McCullough was the party's chief
organizer in the city and he spent most of his time working among the
unions combatting 'vicious' opposition and not hesitating to use social
events to 'teach them their duty towards the ULP'. 50 There were United
Labour Party branches in the Christchurch North and Christchurch South
electorates, but they maintained only a rudimentary existence and did not
send delegates to meetings of the District Council for months at a time."
The avowedly socialist groups outside the unions were either very small or
not working-class. The Socialist Party, which was headed locally by Ted
Howard and Fred Cooke, was indeed a working-class organization but
minuscule. The financial records show how just a few families kept it
going.52 Its electoral appeal was also slight. Fred Cooke contested the 1905,
1908 and 1911 elections, polling 91, 405 and 418 votes respectively. Cooke
was the only Socialist Party candidate in 1905, but his showing at the next
two elections was poorer than that of candidates elsewhere. His total was
only slightly lower than the party average in 1908, but less than half in
1911.53 The Socialist Party in Christchurch never came close to being a mass
party.
Other socialists were far from working-class. In 1896 Harry Atkinson
founded a Socialist church, inspired by his experience in Britain.54 Later
Atkinson turned to the Fabian Society, whose most prominent figure was
Eveline Cunnington. Cunnington worked hard, with some success, to bring
Anglican clergy into the socialist circle and she was responsible for the
establishment of the Church Socialist League.55 Atkinson, Cunnington and
her clerical circle directed their attention to workers, but were not of them.
Atkinson was the nephew of a former conservative premier of the country.
Cunnington had been born into a titled English family and although an 'im-

48 Although the Trades and Labour Council sponsored a Peoples' Political Association
which did work with these politicians.
49 T.L.C. circular December 1901, J. A. McCullough papers, Hocken Library, Dunedin.
50 John McCullough to Robertson, 31 May 1912, ibid.
51 Trades and Labour Council Minutes, 16 January 1913.
52 Socialist Party Records, 1909 Cash Book.
53 Calculated from figures given in Paul, pp.38-39, and Appendix E.
54 H. O. Roth, 'The Labour Churches and New Zealand', International Review of Social
History, IV, 3 (1959), p.361-6.
55 See E. W. Cunnington, The Lectures and Letters of Eveline Willett Cunnington, edited
by her children, Christchurch, 1918, especially pp.122, 29.
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prudent' marriage had, she declared, reduced her from 'a rich man's
daughter' to the 'wife of a poor man', poverty was a transitory phase. Her
second marriage returned her to comfort and by the 1910s she was living
without material care in a good part of Christchurch, and with a holiday
home in Sumner.56 Cunnington and her husband travelled 'Home' to Britain to study 'social problems' and her attitude to working people was
always more paternalistic than egalitarian. She had been galvanised into
activism among them after hearing a visiting labour speaker and being
'appalled at the ignorance, the spite, the pettiness' of his rhetoric.57 She
aimed to educate working people into a better frame of thinking, overcoming their 'badly led, and of course, ignorant and passionate'58 state through
a policy of infiltration from above. Other active Fabians included three
teachers, an accountant, a medical practitioner, several self-employed
businessmen and a factory owner.59 John McCullough was one of the few
labour leaders to belong to the Society, although Ted Howard certainly had
a warm relationship with Eveline Cunnington. In an electoral sense,
however, the Fabians were never a force.
The SDP was thus very different from anything that had come before. It
not only enjoyed an unprecedented success at mobilizing support at elections but its support was wider and more complete than anything earlier
political Labour had attracted. In achieving this, the Woolston SDP acted
as exemplar for branches elsewhere in the city. The Woolston branch was
founded by James McCombs during the waterfront dispute of 1913 and the
Lyttelton by-election which occurred at the same time.60 In securing the immediate election of McCombs, the Woolston SDP received a great boost,
but its steady strength lay in the activity of a core of workers who had had
experience in the British Independent Labour Party. They reactivated in
Christchurch many of the techniques and traditions of the ILP: there were
holiday camps for the families and friends of supporters, a dramatic society, a choir modelled on the British Clarion Choir and an energetic round of
festivities, sporting fixtures and socials as well as the normal business of
party branch activity. The concerts and performances of the Woolston
choir were the envy of the rest of the New Zealand Labour movement.
Peter Fraser was moved in 1915 to burst into eulogy — 'more wonderful
than all, a choir, and a successful choir too', he declared.61 This sort of activity began to be imitated by branches in other parts of the city. The
members of the Christchurch East branch had a particular enthusiasm for

56 ibid., p.7.
57 ibid., p.120; CT, 27 July 1904, p.34.
58 N. A. Parsloe, Eveline Willett Cunnington and the origins of the Canterbury WE A,
Wellington, 1971, p.12.
59 R. W. Heath, 'Labour Politics and Education. New Zealand, 1904-1935', unpublished
M.A. thesis, Victoria University of Wellington, 1965, Appendix A.
60 Interview with Sir Terence McCombs, 12 December 1978.
61 e.g. MW, 22 December 1915, p.4; ibid., 12 April 1916, p.6 and especially ibid., 22
December 1915, p.4.
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card evenings, playing for prizes donated by local firms" which in itself
indicates the degree of acceptance the party had gained within the community. The branch at Riccarton was perhaps more sober-minded and they
turned to debates after the business of party meetings was over.63 There was
a friendly rivalry in debates and sport, but what was really being forged was
a sense of solidarity and integration of the party into the culture of the
working class. Social, sporting, educational and recreational activity was
drawing in whole families as never before.
The high profile of women in the Christchurch SDP was a gauge of this
new development. None of the earlier parties closely tied to the industrial
wing of labour had had much hope of drawing in women since trade
unionism was notoriously weak among them. Probably between a half and
two-thirds of skilled working men belonged to a union in Christchurch, but
although over 1,000 women worked as dressmakers or milliners, the
tailoresses' union had only 329 members in 1914.64 Nor were women often
encouraged to be full participants in the social life of the unions. Although
families did flock to the annual TLC picnics,65 smoke concerts of unions
were all-male affairs and women typically were called in when a union
secretary 'wrote to a number of ladies asking them to assist us in cutting
sandwiches'.66 In the SDP women were much more central. Although the
top ranks of the SDP offices were overwhelmingly held by men — there
were only five women at one annual conference of 191467 — women did
take a prominent role in political campaigning. Much of the publicity work
for McCombs' 1913 campaign was conducted by the Women's Social
Democratic Committee under the direction of Elizabeth Taylor.68 Taylor's
involvement with the party was something of a coup for the SDP. She was
the recent widow of Tommy Taylor who had been a controversial but
much-loved character and politician in the city. When he died in office as
Mayor, thousands of people had stood and wept openly in the raindrenched streets as the funeral procession passed. His wife's open commitment to the new party must have won the hearts of many of Tommy
Taylor's old supporters. Other women were active elsewhere. In Avon, Dan
Sullivan was making a power base for himself by 1914 and admitted that his
success was largely due to a 'devoted band of supporters, chiefly women',69
who planned and carried out much of the electoral organization. It was said
that many of his campaigns were worked out in the front drawing room of
Annie Herbert, a formidable temperance organizer who later became one

62 MW, 12 August 1914, p.2.
63 ibid., 17 November 1915, p.4.
64 From data in AJHR 1915, H-ll, Labour Reports, pp.28-9.
65 e.g. see photo in Plumridge, f. p.44.
66 General Labourers' Union, Minutes, 25 September 1917.
67 e.g. see the photograph of the delegates to the 1914 Conference. B. S. Gustafson,
Labour's Path, p.81.
68 Lyttelton Times, 29 November 1913, p. 13, (hereafter LT).
69 Sun, 1 May 1915, p.12.
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of the first women in the country to be appointed a Justice of the Peace.70 In
all the festivities, camps, recreations, singing and dancing of the SDP social
activities women were important. For perhaps the first time, political
labour was engaging the support and commitment of both sexes.
The rise of McCombs within the Christchurch SDP also symbolized the
party's new base in the community. McCombs was not a trade union man.
He was an official of the Drapers' Union, which was not even affiliated to
the Trades and Labour Council. McCombs had been in politics for some
years as a radical liberal rather than a labourite, declaring in 1908 and 1911
that he was an 'out-and-out Radical' and an independent who would 'vote
right'.71 McCombs joined political labour, he told his son, because he
believed there was more scope for him to influence events as a conservative
within that movement than as a radical working within the Liberal Party.72
His strength in the SDP came from the electorate, not the unions, and by
1913 this told in his favour. Selection of the candidate for the by-election
was on the vote of all party members within the electorate and so favoured
the man with community rather than trade union support. Significantly
McCombs was selected ahead of both the trade union organizer Dan
Sullivan, and a watersider.73
Strong trade unionism could in fact work against the SDP. There were
only a few unions in Christchurch that had a grip on working people, but in
1914 the watersiders were one. The union was in a unique position in
Christchurch because watersiders were a large, single-industry workforce
concentrated in one place. The port of Christchurch was the township of.
Lyttelton, cut off from the rest of the city in the foothills. The town
straggled over the sheer hills above the docks and the small houses, many of
them in near-permanent shade, were usually rented. The rate of homeownership in Lyttelton was unusually low for Christchurch.74 Few
employers of labour lived in the borough and apart from those in the few
family shops, almost all the men were employed on the waterfront and in
maritime trades. Hundreds of men rolled up to meetings of the Waterside
Workers' Union.75 The town was inward-looking: a small and declining
population supported seven lodges, one exclusively for women.
The Waterside Workers' Union was very strong and answered many of
the social needs of its members. Union offices housed a library, billiard and
snooker tables, and tea-making facilities.76 Many members seemed to have
preferred their beer, however, and it was not infrequently necessary to ban

70 J. Cocker&I. Walton Murray, Temperance and Prohibition in New Zealand, n.p., 1936,
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71 Election pamphlets; interview with Sir Terence McCombs, 12 December 1978.
72 ibid.
73 LT, 26 November 1913, p.ll; ibid., 29 November 1913, p.13.
74 See footnote 15.
75 See Lyttelton Waterside Workers' Union, Committee Minutes, 1914-19.
76 e.g. ibid., 24 May 1914.
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members from the hall for being drunk at union meetings.77 At least one
union meeting broke up in the rush after members voted overwhelmingly
for a cask of beer stored in the goods shed 'to be procured and served out to
members forthwith'.78 The union executive could and did act as policeman,
fining men for 'acting in a manner which would bring discredit upon the
union'. 7 ' In such a closely-knit community, where the union already
answered so many of the needs of at least the male half of the population,
there was little room for the SDP to manoeuvre. The union had already
done what the party managed elsewhere.
Nevertheless, taken as a whole, the progress of the grass-roots organization and consolidation of the SDP throughout the city was remarkable. By
1915 Christchurch knew it was in the vanguard of the SDP national structure. The local leaders were confident. Everything looked set to promise
Christchurch, and Christchurch labour leaders, a high profile within the existing national organization. Why then, did they agree only months later to
submerge themselves in a new national organization, the New Zealand
Labour Party? We know that some SDP leaders, notably Peter Fraser and
Harry Holland, were motivated by their analysis of the international situation: they believed that the war portended the collapse of capitalism and in
such a situation were desperate to achieve working-class unity.'0 Christchurch men can have had no such motivation. The working class in their
city was united, and they were at its head. Should capitalism indeed collapse
and the hour of the working class come, they would be ready.
Yet paradoxically, a close examination of the events leading up to the
formation of the Labour Party in July 1916, shows that the Christchurch
SDP leaders actually initiated the move. It was a sequence of events that indicated their lack of political craft. If they had learned how to win the
allegiance of their class, they had not learned how to manoeuvre in the cutand-thrust of power struggles within the party. Their reading of the national, rather than the international situation, and their confidence in
themselves as successful local leaders led them to set afoot a series of events,
the implications of which they did not understand and could not control.
James McCombs was the main force behind the Christchurch initiative and
the issue that motivated him to act was conscription.
Conscription was always a tricky issue for the Christchurch SDP. Some
local labour figures had always been anti-conscriptionist, notably Ted
Howard, Fred Cook and John McCullough, but once war was declared,
other labourites became openly jingoistic." Men like Sullivan and McCombs took an intermediate stand, arguing against conscription as being

77 ibid., 2 May 1916.
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unfair and un-British, a cheap alternative to the voluntary system of
recruitment which could be made to work readily if soldiers were treated
with the generosity they deserved.82 McCombs and Sullivan took a prominent part in recruiting drives.'3 Dan Sullivan was added to the executive of
the Citizens' Defence Corps; his brother publicly volunteered. McCombs
spoke at almost every possible recruiting meeting week after week.
Although over age and unfit, McCombs told his family he would never
have become a conscientious objector84 and would happily serve in the
medical corps.85 The SDP mayor of Woolston volunteered and a Social
Democrat city councillor declared he was prepared to follow his own son
and 'do his part' at the front. However, once the government made plain its
intention to introduce conscription, volunteering fell away in spite of all the
rhetoric of the labour leaders. SDP arguments began to seem implausible.
Splits began to appear within the local leadership as some threatened to
come out in favour of conscription.86 It was a dangerous situation. McCombs was also worried by developments he observed within Parliament.
In August 1915 the Reform and Liberal parties had formed a fusion wartime cabinet. The 'Labour Group' coalesced in opposition, but this was not
achieved without disagreement. John Payne, the MP for Grey Lynn, had
argued that labour should accept ministerial posts, but Christchurch
generally agreed with Harry Holland's defence of a labour stand87 outside
the war ministry. Payne in consequence split with the labour group and by
early 1916 had become a dangerous political maverick. At the same time,
some Liberal MPs were becoming disenchanted with their own party and.
began to entertain the idea of forming another. As Minister of Finance, the
Liberal leader had become the focus for increasing discontent at an everrising cost of living. Some Christchurch Liberals had traditionally been
quick to challenge their leader and began now openly to disavow him.
George Witty of Riccarton declared in public that the Liberal Party was 'as
dead as Julius Caesar'.88 John Payne now began a national campaign for
the formation of a new and distinctively loyalist party for which he intended to claim the name of Labour. It seemed increasingly possible that
the discontented Liberals would join him. With the divisions in local ranks
of the SDP as well, Christchurch leaders were thoroughly alarmed.
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Dan Sullivan was soon in print urging workers not to rally to any new
party of Liberal derivation but 'get into the existing Social-Democratic
organisation and if the name is not right or the policy is wrong, for
Heaven's sake make them right instead of getting at each other's throats'."
By April 1916, Sullivan already saw the name of the political labour movement as an issue. He declared that in the light of the 'half-formed intention
of certain Liberal Members of Parliament, assisted by Mr Payne to form a
new Labour Party', he and other 'prominent labour men' in Christchurch
had discussed the matter 'of the name under which our political Labour
Party [sic] carries on business'. They decided that it was 'foolish' to leave a
title 'like Labour lying around to be picked up and used by political
schemers'.90 These labour leaders believed the SDP ought to appropriate
the name and thus outmanoeuvre Payne and his cohorts. It would 'snuff
out' the move, declared Sullivan, and he therefore urged the 1916 Annual
Conference of the SDP to consider the change: 'It will be well if delegates
. . . will consider the matter in its practical bearing.'"
There were other reasons to adopt the 'Labour' title. In a time of war
with Germany, 'Social Democratic' had unfortunate connotations and
those opposed to the local SDP had little hesitation in trying to draw
parallels with the great German namesake and to conjure evidence from the
past record of some SDP leaders. Christchurch wanted none of this.
Sullivan declared that the political moment was too portentous to waste
time in 'insane bickerings of this character . . . time wasting controversy
[about] abstruse philosophical problems . . . spiced with degrading personalities'.92 Moreover, 'Labour' was a title long dear to the hearts of most
city labourites. They had used it in their earlier political ventures and had
wanted to use it again in 1913 but the Socialist Party had stood out against
this at the Unity conference that year and forced the 'Social Democratic'
compromise.93 However, by early 1916, Christchurch SDP leaders had
decided that the compromise should stand no longer.
P. J. O'Farrell has examined the circumstances that surrounded the formation of the New Zealand Labour Party and shown that the decision was
effectively made by the SDP leadership well before the Annual
Conference.94 His analysis that it was 'sought and planned by militant
socialists for social revolutionary and class war purposes' misleadingly suggests, however, that the initiative came wholly from Harry Holland, Peter
Fraser and their associates. The initiative did not come from them. As
Holland himself declared, the formation of the New Zealand Labour Party
was undertaken at 'THE INSTIGATION OF MR McCOMBS, who
assured us that the change was desired by the members of the movement in
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Christchurch . . . and the Woolston SDP'. 95 The evidence supports that.
The move to change the name to Labour was made at the meeting of the
SDP Advisory Council on 11 May. Fraser and Holland were little interested. It was left to the secretary John Glover, and McCombs, the initiator, to draft the circular 'to be forwarded to the Executive and Branches
recommending that the name be altered to NZ Labour Party [sic]'.
However, during the ensuing week some more thinking was done, and at
the next Advisory Council meeting Fraser moved to couple a structural
change with this name change.'6 He instituted the formation of Labour
Representation Committees as the local units of a new New Zealand
Labour Party. SDP branches were to affiliate with the LRCs along with
trade unions and other groups. If the militants' analysis made them determined to secure working-class unity in the hour of capitalism's collapse, it
follows that they were equally determined to ensure that the leadership of
this newly unified working class would fall into their own enlightened
hands. Ironically McCombs's initiative offered the chance to ensure this.
By the end of 1915, the old militant 'Red Feds' were in danger of being
outmanoeuvred by their rivals in the cities whose base was the craft unions.
Outside the mining towns of the West Coast, the Red Feds had little electoral base, certainly nothing comparable with the growing strength of
Christchurch. In the cities of the North Island, Holland admitted that the
SDP was languishing." Holland had a West Coast seat but Peter Fraser,
Bob Semple and others had to acquire some mass base comparable to that
of the Christchurch labour leaders if they wanted to secure any grip on
labour's parliamentary machine. A restructuring offered the best means of
doing this. By coupling a name change with a structural change and the
adoption of an uncontentious party objective, they were able to establish a
new party organization which could swamp an SDP now dangerously close
to being dominated by Christchurch. Moreover, since the initiative to adopt
the new title had come from Christchurch, it could all be achieved without
risking the alienation of that powerful group who might otherwise look
upon any structural change with suspicion.
At the time, Christchurch SDP leaders did not see the structural innovation as very important. To them the principal achievement of the conference had been the change of name. Sullivan was delighted with the way
things had gone. As 'this change was recommended in this column some
months ago', he wrote in the Sun, 'the writer is naturally pleased'.98 Labour
Representation Committees were traditional in Christchurch and probably
many saw their formation as a unit of the Labour Party structure as a comfortable return to old methods of organizing. Ted Howard was one of the
few local leaders antagonistic to the new party. As a Socialist Party leader
he was attached to the 'Social Democratic' terminology that the party had
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secured in 1913. However, recent work has shown that he was heartened by
the advance of the SDP in the city and feared that the new organization
woud be a more moderately inclined one." Such an expectation would not
have disconcerted most of the city's leaders. No doubt they believed that
with McCombs installed as the president of the new Labour Party and other
Christchurch figures on its executive, the city had little to fear for its future
within any new party. They were wrong.
For a number of reasons, Christchurch was not well placed within the
new national structure. The local leadership had miscalculated the temper
of the rank-and-file. Perhaps their self-confidence caused them to overestimate the control they could exercise. Most of the flourishing SDP branches saw no reason to subsume themselves in any LRC structure and they
refused to make the move.100 The trade unions felt similarly. At first local
Labour leaders were probably little alarmed. Effective contact with the new
Labour Party could be maintained through the personal links established
via McCombs and others on the executive for an interim period, and no
doubt in the normal course of events SDP branches would be won round.
Events, however, were not normal. The SDP quickly wound down as a national organization as branches elsewhere joined LRCs. This meant that, by
the early months of 1917, the Christchurch SDP had become effectively a
local organization only. The very strength of the SDP in the community of
Christchurch now showed itself as a problem.
As the municipal elections of 1917 approached, Christchurch was still
outside a national organization and in this vacuum old traditions were reinvoked. The Trades and Labour Council stepped in to form an ad hoc
Labour Representation Committee to hammer out policy. All 'progressive
bodies' in the community were invited and over 56 organizations were
represented on the evening when policy was determined. They included
unions and SDP branches but also, significantly, the Socialist and Fabian
Party delegates and a large contingent from anti-militarist and women's
groups.101 As a result labour effectively lost control of policy-making and
the anti-militarist and women's groups were able to force the adoption of
conscription-repeal as the first plant in the fighting platform.102 This was an
unprecedented move. Local elections were never fought on national issues
let alone contentious national issues in wartime. In no other urban centre
did labour take such a determined and radical political stand.
McCombs was persuaded to lead the campaign and other labour leaders
fronted up, but almost certainly they would never have chosen such a tactic
had they been in control of the situation. As it was they had been outnumbered. McCombs had not even attended the critical meeting and others
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were silenced by the thought that it was a principled, if not judicious, stand
to make. Even Ted Howard, who had long opposed conscription and compulsory drill, had doubts. 'At the time the . . . programme was adopted',
he wrote, 'a few of us doubted the wisdom of making an anti-conscription
platform. We offered no objections but we did not think it wise." 03 Other
Labourites who were also anti-militarists felt the same way. John McCullough wrote of his misgivings in his diary:
Have read up the fight being waged by our people for the Local Bodies Election [sic].
. . . They have made the repeal of the Military Service Act the first plank. . . . I'm
not quite sure whether I approve of this. I certainly approve of anything they may do
so as to make our displeasure, and hatred of conscription [obvious], but can't make
up my mind that a Municipal Election is the right place. 104

The best Sullivan could say was that the plank was 'courageous'.
However, as the campaign advanced even doubting Labourites took
heart. They were comforted by the success of the 'No' campaign in the
Australian conscription plebiscite in the face of virulent press hostility. Dan
Sullivan declared that local Labour could afford to discount the local press
hostility: 'newspaper editorials won't matter', he declared.105 There had
been one inspiring visit from Adela Pankhurst. She roused great enthusiasm. Hundreds of people were turned away from some halls and there
were 'overflow' meetings afterwards. Special meetings were organized for
women only,106 and Pankhurst worked closely with several women who had
made themselves notorious in the years before the war through their opposition to compulsory drill. Pankhurst herself declared that her tour had
been 'wonderfully successful' due to the 'remarkable feature . . . the part
taken by women, many of whom have never entered into public life
before'.107
The zeal the anti-militarists brought into the campaign was nothing short
of evangelical. Fervour at meetings rivalled any revivalist service. Dan
Sullivan for one read this as a groundswell of support. He predicted a 'sensational' result for Labour.108 The cautious were submerged in the enthusiasm of the convinced. James McCombs predicted Labour would get
about three-quarters of the total vote in the city.109 Its bad defeat was
therefore a stunning blow. Several sitting city councillors lost their seats;
McCombs came a poor third.110 Ted Howard wrote bitterly that 'two-thirds
and more than two-thirds voted in favour of the government; in favour of
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conscription; in favour of cheap soldiers and in favour of the war'.'"
Everyone interpreted it as a profound reverse.
Worse was to follow. Formal links with the Labour Party were now
wholly through individuals, most particularly James McCombs, who was
still Labour's president. But at the First national conference of Labour McCombs walked out, refusing to put party loyalty above his commitment to
prohibition. The SDP in Christchurch had been closely associated with prohibition and certainly in some electorates in 1914 the SDP candidates stood
effectively in the prohibition interest. McCombs was widely known as a
prohibitionist, but even a Roman Catholic like Dan Sullivan was hardly less
enthusiastic. He was endorsed by the Prohibition League in Avon in 1914
and closed his final address to electors with the cry of 'for Labour, for
temperance and for the Empire'." 2 Ted Howard had come first to New
Zealand as a 'Special Travelling Deputy Grand Chief Templar' and believed his order of Good Templars was 'the nearest to perfection' of any
temperance organization."3 Although one or two of the city's leading
labourites were opposed to prohibition,"4 many must have seen the SDP as
effectively a prohibition party. This was certainly McCombs' feeling. He
declared after he walked out of the Labour conference that his stand 'would
not be challenged by the SDP'." 5
McCombs's actions at the conference cut Christchurch adrift from the
country's national political labour structure. In two years the city had gone
from being in the forefront to being wholly on the outside. It was a chastening lesson in the limitations of great localized strength which Christchurch
labour leaders read immediately. They recognized that community involvement could be a dangerous liability unless controlled by a firm party
structure, and that was best secured by remaining part of the national
organization. Labour leaders decided that there would be, if not a purge,
then much firmer control in the future. Dan Sullivan wrote that the
'Labour Party should be a Labour Party. . . not a conglomeration of every
fad organisation in the community. These external organisations . . . have
no right to control the policy of Labour or select its candidates'."6 Antimilitarists, pacifists and women's groups would never again get the chance
to seize control of the Labour machine. In a national organization small
local radical groups could be out-manoeuvred at the national conferences
where national policy was decided.
There were other urgent reasons for wanting to re-enter the Labour
Party organization by 1918. Parliamentary elections were already overdue,
people expected them at any time, and Christchurch labourites faced the
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prospect of being unable to stand as accredited Labour candidates. At
grass-roots level there was by now considerable confusion about how the
city had come to be on the outside of the NZLP. The TLC declared itself
mystified and decided in September 1918 to affiliate with Labour, declaring
that 'as there was a Labour Party we had better join up, because we had
been in every party that had been formed up to now'." 7 Other unions and
organizations then rapidly followed."8 Once the 1918 Labour Conference
had worked out a more flexible stand on prohibition, McCombs rejoined,
bringing in the Woolston SDP." 9 By the beginning of 1919, Christchurch
was back in the fold and there was a tremendous proliferation of branch
activity and organization that year. Enthusiasm soon outstripped resources
as the party expanded into new areas and even into the rural fringes of the
city.120 The skills of electorate organization were again mobilized to good
effect.
After the election Christchurch had three of the party's eight members
of Parliament. Sullivan and Howard, who contested an election for the first
time since 1911, were elected with bigger totals than any other Labour candidate.'21 Christchurch Labour made canny use of a new community faction, the returned soldiers. Sullivan had been accompanied in his electioneering by small groups of soldiers who unfailingly proposed the vote of
thanks, having quoted the record of Sullivan's brother, who had been killed
at the front, and of Sullivan's own work for returned soldiers. During the
last meeting of his campaign a letter was read out from the secretary of the
local Returned Servicemen's Association endorsing Sullivan, wishing him
success and defending his record.122 Ted Howard in Christchurch South
stressed his past integrity free from 'discreditable words and acts',123 and
made much of his recent work on the Repatriation Board.124 James McCombs stressed the financial side of the matter and played on the endorsement given by the Returned Servicemen's Association to Labour's policy
on pensions for returned soldiers.125 He believed the soldiers' vote went to
him.126 There were of course other issues in the campaign of 1919, and the
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way Labour made the great war-time increase in cost-of-living tell against
its opponents was another major cause for its success. Underpinning it all,
however, were the structural links Labour had forged within the culture of
the local working class. All the tactics and strategies of electorate organization and electioneering that Christchurch had perfected in the SDP to
mobilize working-class commitment were put into operation again in the
Labour Party. The long political hegemony of Labour in the city had
begun.
Although immensely popular locally, Christchurch Labour men were
not able to grasp leadership of the Parliamentary Party. Much had happened since they had last fought as part of a national party, and in the interim
Christchurch men had lost the initiative. In the first years of its existence the
NZLP did crucial work in tightening its internal centralized structure,'27
and Christchurch men had simply not been around when much of this was
laid down and the lines of leadership fixed. Consequently they missed out.
Their great local strength still gave them great confidence and expectations.
Perhaps only half-facetiously Sullivan had said before the election that
when the Labour MPs met to elect their leader: 'The choice may fall on Mr
Holland; it may not; there is every chance that the new member for Avon,
Mr D. G. Sullivan, will be leader.'128 But it was too late. Although he and
others tried over the years to challenge Holland's grip,12' Labour Party
leadership never settled in their hands. In the Social Democratic Party,
Christchurch labour leaders showed the rest of the country the techniques
of rank-and-file electorate organization by forging links into the culture of
the working class. But in the Labour Party they were themselves taught
sharp lessons about politics within party and Parliament. The ability to
make oneself an institution within working-class culture was, they
discovered, a necessary but not sufficient condition for the rise of a Labour
politician.
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